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I did not "beeons interested in art as a career mtil 
I was twenty “Six years old. The years prior to this were 
years of floimdering and indecision« In high school I 
wanted to follow in my father8 s footsteps and become a ■ 
physician and surgeon8 and I enrolled in courses in Latin 
for three years9 and took four courses in sciences and all 
the mathematics I could get. In junior'college I began to 
rebel at the idea of a medical careers and .1; enrolled in a 
general program which included almost everything except art.
I graduated from Fullerton Junior College in 19518 and ent
ered the university of California with the intention of 
studying, .arts but found myself attending classes in the 
history of art and X soon lost interest in the subject8 fors 
1 wanted to paint and draw. ■

After one semester at the University of California 3 I 
withdrew because of the depress ion o Then followed a long 
series of jobs of every.kind. I worked in service stationss 
in hardware stores a a soap factorya a coffee factory9 on 
fishing boats 8 and on farms „ picking tomatoes 3 beans and 
apples = 1 clerkedg janitored8 labored8 and sweated. I trav=
elled with sales crews 8 worked in eucalyptus groves felling 
trees 8 then chopped them into firewood. I took a Civil Ser-
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Tice examination and worked in a post office | then worked on 
a newspaper 9 and on various construct ion jobs ̂ 1 drove a truck; 
sold magazines from door to door; and 1 waited on tables®

1 relate these experiences because they are influences 
which have affected my art. In several of the jobs I was 
offered the opportunity of a well^paying careers, but there 
was a restlessness in me which always made me move on to 
something different. ' After % had worked on a job long enough 
to save some money3 .1 would travel until the money was spent® 

Baring the depression^ I visited almost every large city, 
in the united States^ from San Francisco, to lew York® I was 
fascinated by the crowds of people and their activities8 but 
as many people were going in one direction as were going in 
the opposite direction* and few seemed- to know where they were 
going. This was true not only of the people in the streets3 
but: also of those I met at my various jobs® It was true of 
their careers a philosophies and religions® lost accepted 
the religion into which they were- born8-= the first job that 
offered a llvlihood 8-= and a . materialistic philosophy based 
on the dollaro X learned to respect a man for what he was 
and not for what he had® I .became introspective» and spent 
most of my free time reading biography and philosophy®

Wbil- this timea I had always been active in a variety 
of athletics including football3. basketballs tennis g swimming8 
skiings hikings and fishing® I suddenly switched to mental ■



, a©tivity although I retained a love for the outdoors. I . 
n© longer oould tiunt and, talce pleasure. In filling- any kind v:
of gamBo : 1; broke away from the chureii,,; 1 had been brought 
up in a strict g Presbyterian home v?ith Sunday school $ morning 
and evening serviees to attend every Sunday% and after dinner 
every evening we had family worship which ended with the 
Lord11 s Prayer. . ; ;

I am . happy that I had this religious trainingg for: it 
served as a point of departure upon which to base sy thinking. 
I seldom enter a church anymore @ for I seem to get more ;
spiritual uplif t , from, a walk through the desert & ‘ or fromthe.: 
growing plants, or from the various aspects and moods of 
nature which are with us: constantly. .:

Although I no longer am active in any churchy I will 
always support the churches s for L realize that they are a 
necessity, in the: lives of most of uss and that in most eases 
they are working for what is good and that which is right»
The fact that I seldom attend church does not mean that 1 am 
not a religious person.- I feel that 1 am deeply religious0 
lay mind is open to as much of the Truth as I. shall be per- ft 
mitted to knows and 1 am trying to find it. This attitude 
has' affected;, the work X do in art s and it will continue to 
affect ito :V ■ : - -

When X was twenty-sis years old# X seriously started to 
study art filth the intention of making, it a career, X.enteraS.



tiie M s ' Angeles County Art Institute and - attended there a 
total of-five yearsa part of it before the war;and part of - 1 
it since World War 12„ .At the time I entered it.was almost 
entirely aeademie in its approach to art» .I :spent at least 
one year drawing, ih- oharcoal from easts or still life../
Along with this work I was given instruction in anatomy and 
composition. I made . hundreds of quick sketch drawings from 
life during the t I  was there. ■

After the first year at the institute s 1 was introduced 
to oil: paints and it has been a challenge and a fascination 
to me ever since =, I started painting still life g. and then 
entered the life and the portrait classes. The more I learn
ed about paintings the less I really seemed to know.about itl 
By the time I had achieved something 1 wanted $ 1 already was 
desiring to achieve something else 8 and it is this striving» 
with brief periods of satisfactions which make oil painting a 
fascinating study. Over the last fourteen yearsa I have gained 
a certain proficiency in the technique of using oil paintss 
but the fascination, is even greater mow$ for the challenge now 
presents itself in how best to express my own feelings about 
what 1 am painting. . .
- I received several scholarships while, at the Institute# 
and was. enjoying a little success in selling my works when the 
war began. I soon found myself sitting atop a stack of five- 
hundred pound demolition bombs receiving instructions in their
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© are and.. safe ty s 1 made futile attempts to betransferred .
■ into eamouflage;work3 ■ ■ or into some work vaguely related to- ' 
art s bnt 2 either did mot know the right people a or the army 
thought too highly mf my ability to handle aimnuaition3. for I 
remaihed in the Ordnance apartment for three years' and seven' 
months ® The only art work that same my way then was : an . . 
■'occasional, order for a signg and in my free time I made a 
few portraits and landscapes® 1. detested the regimentation. 
of "army life and the ©aste system by whieh it. had to be ad=- 
minisfered9 and 1 was very happy when 1 became a civilian ■ 
again 'in Bee ember of '1945® While in the army g I foil $ and 
permanently injured my spinal eoltmaa* : - "

1 returned to "the Los Angeles County Art .institute for 
about eighteen months g then my spinal in jury began to cause 
me so much pain, that 1 could not eontinue in schoole I spent 
several, months in the Veterans8 Hospital® I was told that X 
had a' cervieal arthritis and that x should go to ;■ a ■ warm@ ; dry.-' 
©limate.o 1 went to Tucson8 Arizonas and enrolled at the . 
University of Arizona» This was .the best move. that I have, 
ever made9 not only- teeause my health improved8 but primarily 
because.:. 1 now received ' a thorough edueation in the history pf 
art . ' (I.:was: introduced - to many- ..theories' and: trends in art g 
about which 1 would not have heard had X attend©d; another art 
sehooi where history was not a required subject. , In Special 
'Studies and;, in' He se are h i  was permitted to experiment and to- _
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-' attempt _ td f m y s e l f '  dm a3?t̂  ' :-:r ̂ :,v -v ::;̂ :/;̂ v' :/;;: ■
triM '>..

paintings Among the approaches were rmdenpalntizig on gesso ■ 
panels using an egg- tempera for the nnderpalntlnga them 
glazing over this with oil colors * / I painted - in a direct. 
manner withcthe hrnsh or:ipalette knife on a white eahvas - 
or on a. canvas which had .been toned with a warm or a cool' 
color, 1 experimented with broken color. I used areas of ;
flat 'pattern, 1 experimented with e alii graphic lines ■ to; 
enclose areas or overlaying them to create a pattern, I 

'• • tried combining these varions. techniques $ and I varied the 
depth of the format | experimenting with varying degrees of 
abstraction.all the way to completely non-objeetive paintings» 
1 studied and experimented with the watercolor medium. As 
subject matter i I used still life3 nudess portraits$ land
scapes s and seascapes. Usually I worked from an object^ . 
but. often 1 painted from drawings and imagination«.

The more I learn about technique 8 colors composition@ 
drawings lihe.g texture a light and darks “ the more I realise 
that they are merely tools with which to express my feeling 
about the subject 1 am painting, ; The use of these elements 
in paint lag should be brought so well under control that their 
application will be subconscious 8 and thus the entire mind \ 
can be devo ted to express ion in the paintlngy in - the same 
manner that ohe writes a letter without being concerned with 
penmanship^ - : . - vi' '- '



\ I f@@l that subject matter is the least Important 
element ia- a painting3 and yet it is .important 0 Subject : 
■matter should be the point of departure 9 and one should 
try tti express; how one feels' about this subject matter®
'•: 1 am undecided about the importance of non-objeetive ;
'painting® Yery often, art or1ties in describing a painting ' 
#aoh over into the field of music and.use words and phrases 
appropriate only to music -in order to attempt to clarify in 
words how they feel about a painting® Hilla, Rebay has stated 
’•Ihy not make. the intuitive sense - Of creation as visible as 
,msic' Makes: it audible?B She also' states; that " The purity 
■ of space on a virgin wMte canvas is already ruined by an . 
ob'jectlve beginning®She states 8 "The non-objective picture 
stands /by itself as. an entirely free ereafion8 conceived out 
of the intuitive enjoyment, of s p a c e , ® ^

. At the present time 1 feel that non-objective art is a 
personal expression which has meaning only to the artist who
painted it® Such painting has no relation to the sense of
sound 9 except that in music and art fhere; is a comparison be
tween the teehniQu® or fundar^htals of, composing such as 
rhythms repetition9 etc o g- and all building toward a complete
unityo' • itesic s like all other sound-waves s: has: always been ■
abstract® ■ Once the sound wave is created@ It becomes.;; an , .. 
ephemeral thing and soon dies®:) On the other hand a painting - 
is a concrete objective form3 which exists timelessiy and yet



ean be seen in a moment of timeMusic is dependent on a 
.ti%#«intenval,for its appreciation^ it must use the human 
mind while it composes and thus it is dependent on memory $ 
fon: what avails the present sound if one does not remember r ; 
what was played; 'a.moment before? A painting can he judged 
, in a glaneev and if: it is inviting one will linger and 
enjoy its sensual, qualities 0;' . ■h , _• ; t. ; :

■ She' 'abstraction of sound is a universal. .thing. I; am 
sure - that our primitive ancestors enjoyed.the songs of birds 'i 
just as much as we do? and yet sueh.sounds are non=objeetive 0 
Regarding, non-objectivity I. can see no basis for. Compafison. " 
between music and art*. Art is an objective thingp, for any- -% 
thing which is seen hy the eye must have its existence in 
reality j that is r objectivity a and no matter how non-object
ive a creative:artist may attempt to bes he is going to find 
that he has objective elements in j his - Completed painting* '
He might not have a. complete cube a cylinder, or eone9 but he 
will have parts of such shapes.or forms3 and 1 feel that it 
is a universal reaction for the eye to look for these familiar 
objects, ... i ;:.. ; v .. . ;1 : . . : .; r'■

: Some of Kandinski8 s improvisations are an attempt at
non-objectivity* but people will refer to a particular paint
ing as the 8 Fried Egg Picture.1 or to another of his paintings 
as 8The picture with caterpillars in.it"i It is as natural 
f o r  the eye to look for and- enjoy basic shapes a as it is for ■



tha ear to listen for and engoy- familiar sounds0- HaHg baing 
created3 eannot create s 'but iie can pursue tlie creative 
"activity of discovering» combiningg arranging; or rearranging^ 

I .feel that a man should be sufficiently humble.to 
realize his limitationse .
: : Ihis is the way that I feel about non-objective painting,
at the present time a .but tomorrow or a year from tomorrows. I . 
may completely reverse my opinion and become an avid non- .% 
objeetivisto. However, it will have' to be a -natural and • 
f gradual change <, ' When. 1 first started, in arta to me the ; 
i greater work was that which was the most repres@ntafionals 
but as- years passed my work gradually became more abstract»
At the present time 2 enjoy a high degree of abstraction in -
art s but I like it to be an abstraction from somethings not
a pure, abstraction with a. scintillating title to make it . ■ 
more confusing. To me the highest type of painting would 
combine the expressive feeling of a Ryder with the searching : 
intellectualism of a Cezamie» Each of these men used subject 
matter as a point of departure s but they used subject mat ter i- 
1 feel, now that the complete absence of subject matter8 as -■
in non^objectlve paintings, weakens a painting; for It is an. : 
element which can stimulate the mind 0 In other words 9 it is . 
a component for enriching a picture s for in addition to having 
all the basic elements which are present in a non-objeetive 
paintings, subject matter also gives access to another part of .
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■ tlie mind® ' x -; :;: v::' V "  ̂  ̂,  ̂̂ \  / }%"- '/'v
I have given meh tWnght; the importance of; non- i. 

objective; paintinga for> many"critics 8 intellects s and pseudo 
'• intellects have given credence to its greatness and poten
tial! tie s8 and. many great artist s' a along with a horde of 
fakers g, .are turnihg them out on an assembly line basis® ,
To me they are a personal thing g, a kind of toying withthe 
basic elements which m^e - a picture ®' - #iat = hon-ob jectlve' 
painting could not' W  ;lmproyed by using the same fundamental 
picture-building elemehts» in the same arrangement® to ex- 

' press 'feeling, about , an, object? Of course,.there can be feel- 
. Ing in a non-objective painting.̂ , just as one can put ■ feeling 
•into the practicing of scales on the pianoa but why isolate 
v such ah important component as.structure? Why not enrich it 
by using it to express. our; feelings about the things with 
which we are familiar,? I. .
’J'' 1 diseuss non-objeefive painting in this defense of my '
1 thesis s for 1 feel that research should delve into the most 
advanced area of one ® s. field of' study § and with innumerable 
intellects stating that non-objective painting is the most 
advanced field in art® I feel that 1 should give my reasons ; • 
for experimenting with an abstraction based on religious 

: subject matter9 instead of experimenting with non-objectives,
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fhis triptychg based on the three temptations of 
Christa consists of three separate paintings.: I have spent •
. almost all my available time this semester, in preparing :
these panels and painting these three pietures. 1 shall 

 ̂'fInd it' diffibnlt to' sayPimioh about these paintings @ as 
I hope they will be self-explanatory8 but I shall start 
from the beginning •with the development of the idea9 an 
explanation of "the, technique in the preparation of the ' . ; ‘'
panels^ the;technique in the paintingfl and an evaluation 
of the results® The latter will be difficulta for I have 
found it difficult to objeetively evaluate my own work 1 : 
before it has ^cooled:off ̂ for a period of several weeks.

V The triptych was originally developed, .as an altar 
.piece consisting of three panels. The center panel was 
the larger ones a smaller panel on each side (often 
decorated oh the back) was hinged to the center panel and i 
folded over it to form one unit when closed. These panels - 
were related, in- subject mtter̂ ^̂ â̂  technique» so that, when ■ 
the panel was open there was a uniformity amonghthe three. 
■Webster0s. Dictionary refers to a triptych as a picture or 
carving a hanging in three parts. -V ■; 1 : Vv
-' x ! :'I' Stated: my desire to - Iite-̂ Andersen to base my thesis ' 
on a religious subject3 with the intention to make it abstract



1 had; originally intended to paint only the, temptation in 
which-the devil tempts Christ to change 'the stone to bread/ 
for it seemed to offer more possibilities ..for abstraction»■ -i

- Mrv Andersen suggested that I do the three temptations" of t 
Christ and combine them into a trlptyeh, ■ This' idea'appeal
ed to me for 1 had never seen them done in this way before „

'' iTo-/develop the idea8 1 drew a series of small thnm.b» .,
' - hail' ske tches' ant 11: 1' arrive d: at ahont what I wanted 0 v ■:
■lextX; made a- Se ries ■ of realistic; drawings § y and when' 1 :"
arrived- at a 'satisfactory solution to these s 1 carried them 
over; int oh the abstract fora8 using eliareoal on white. paper® 
These abstractions3 although in black and white, suggested 
a mosaic-like.pattern^.or a stained.glass window^ 1

' The next step was to do a drawing in color» I selected 
chalk colors $ - 'as they are: easily worked - over : and ad justed - 
' until the desired color is attained. I .-wished'-'to maintain.
- the stained .glass .effects ' so I selected' bright yellows, V ' 
yellow dehrebrown9 green, blue s . and a few touches of red -' 
to make the cool colors - more vibraht. Sver these colors I. , 
placed heavy black lines to form a flat-pattern effect0 /
I did not wish to duplicate a stained glass effect, but 1 -
wished to have a feeling, of stained glass without violating 
the painting medium® .

X decided to use'thiunderpaihting technique, as a 
. glased color reveals the color3s Overtone and gives a .
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brllllanee and limlho slty which Is difficult' to aohleve In • '
amy other : V ■ 'i

1 selected masonite- as a base for the paintings ? be cause
Y it is durable ahd very suitable for the' underpainting technique^
; - The center panel is . thirty inches wide and; forty«elght inches : ■ ; f;'
• ̂ highe Each side panel is twenty-six inches • wide ;and forty -
inches highs- These shapes when placed together form an 

' ' interesting group. . ' ; Y ; t " : V- - -.-v' YY ■ Y t ' --1:.^
Because ofr the size of the panels a it was . neeessary. to :

place braces oh the bach to prevent the panels from. warping, t i ■'
■For-braces iYhsed- white pine a one inch thick and two inches ; ■

■ wide» ■ X mite red the; corners of: the braces for precise fit-
Y ting- at . each corner on the backs of the panels <; Y fhese
: braces were glued to the panels with a plastic resin glue 
. . called YB Id woo d;«, Weldwood Is in a powder form and must be - : ;
Y- mixed/with, water until it forms; a thick paste a then more / .: '

water is added until the glue is about as thiek as heavy ' ' ■- Y;-/
creams When this glue, dries for forty-eight hours it be- Y .■

: comes water'resistant o The . glue . was liberally applied to • /' "Y
v ■ the' braces 3 then the braces were fitted to the panel and a -v - ; '

hundred pound weight was placed'on them, for forty-eight hours».;> '
' - The first step in the preparation of a painting surface , '
, ■ was: to use sandpaper on the smooth masonite so that .the Y . /::: / /'■ ■
■ Isolating coat of- gesso Would adhere firmly« /;/- : h--

: tfhe second step Was: the application/of a glue solution»/



TMs spliitioja ̂is ' prepajEeel by adding one omee of hide glue g 
which- is purchased in a flake form, to one pint of water« ,
The, water must he. kept, hot over a small flame^ but not boil
ings, ■ and the flakes are .stirred uhtll completely dissolved« .

: The third step, is the application of a ge sso ground *
• This gesso is prepared hy adding one part of the glue solu
tion to one part of bolted whiting ahd one part of powdered'', 
sine white.® ■ She mixture should be applied to the,panel as : . 
quickly as possible„ and it should be evenly applied to pre
vent the formation of small bubbless .Otherwise's tiny pin .point 
areas like sMall holes will form on the ground® When this 
boat :of ge sso, is thoroughly dry § it must . be. sanded - as smooth- ' 
ly as possible® ' V i-t' ' ' . .

Steps four and five are the same as. Sep three®. After 
: e aehaddit iOhal ebat has dried it must - - be sanded until it ‘ is' .' 
glasSy-smoothi ' - . ’ . :. - ' ■ ' -

The: sixth step in the preparation of the panel was to 
add a small amount of powdered charcoal and powdered white 
lead to the glue solution® I streaked- this onto the panel 
with a small sponge to give the - surface a silvery-grey tone® '. 
.The streaking must be done very rapidly from one end of the. 
panel to the other» and .in one complete stroke's for One cannot 
/go over..it 'Without timdging tte^ surfaee»̂  :: : b .;
. The seventh and final step in preparing the panel to 
receive the underpalnting was the application, of a solution



7 V  s .;--7;.:' ■ . 7 .7; ■ ;
eomposed of one- part white shellae and two parts of denatured 
alcoholo Shis Isolates the g@sso ground and prevents It from 
feeing/ahsorbesto 7

low the panel was readj to reeeive the drawing*
I placed transparent paper;over'the chalk drawings and traced 
the drawings onto the transparent paper. Over these drawings 
. I placed horizontal and- vertical4iinesS: thus dividing the 
drawing into sectionsa Tin.this manner I transferred the 
drawings to large pieces of manila■paper which were the ezaet 
size of the masonite, panels. These pieces of manila paper ' 
were divided into the same number of sections as were the 
smaller drawings® When these cartoons were completed in 
charcoal& 1 ran a perforating tool over all, the lines and- 
thus formed lines with tiny holes® The cartoons were then 
taped to the gesso, surface of the. panel® Jfext 1 dusted the. 
surface :of the paper with burnt umber powder which was placed 
in cheese elothg, thus transferring the cartoon .to the gesso 
ground® The drawing on the panel mow consisted of a series 
of tiny dots® 1 completed the drawing with a pencil® This, 
drawing was. isolated .with damar Varnish to prevent it from 
coming off into the underpainting® 1 now was- ready to start 
underpainting* ,

The underpainting solution was prepared by adding one 
part egg (using the whole egg as the unit of measurement). to



ome part of •waters and to this was added one-half part damar 
varnish and one-half :part cold-pressed linseed oil. Place 
this soltition into a bottle and shake until it is thoroughly :
mixede This is the underpainting medium<=  ̂ t ,

A small amount of powdered white lead is - placed on the 
palette and9 using a palette knife3 the underpainting solu- .
tion is mixed with the powdered lead to the desired eonsis- 
tency.o This mixture is now applied to the panel with a brusho 
In :areas where a high glaze is desired, the paint is applied 
more thickly and evenlys completely, obliterating the grey • 
surface of the panel. If less glaze is desired in certain 
areas a then the white underpainting, is streaked on or applied 
very’thinlys thus permitting some of:the grey tone to show
through.\:;; . h i h y r i ':

The theory behind underpainting is,that/the light passes 
through- the thin layer of transparent oil paint which is glazed , 
over the unde rp ain t ing & and this light strikes the opaque white 
underpainting». then is reflected back through the color .pro
ducing the color8s.overtone. Some colors lend themselves to 
glazing8 while others do not, depending on their degree of 
opacity. For this painting I found that the most suitable 
colors for glazing were, alizarin crimson8 ultramarine blue 8 
Viridian3 ̂ monastral blue 8 monastral green g burnt sienna s burnt 
umber9" and yellow oohre. In addition to these colors I used 
permanent green (light )a ceralean blue*.-: and cadmium/yellow- .
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(light) "but se eolors were iised sparingly as they were 
too opaqiae ® : 1 also used Ivory black and flake w h i t e ;:/ . ■

For a glazing meliTom I mired together equal amounts of .
;damar varnlsh@: turpentine ̂ and eold=pressed linseed oil0- : .
I glazed the central panel first8 so that I could adjust the;: -
'eqlors of the two side panels to correspond with ito Under -
ordinary conditions the first glaze should dry within two or • ’

. three ; day si, hut this first glaze required about twelve days .
' to, :dry; therefore 3 1 reduced-; the' amount of oil in tha'glazing 
. DBdium and this immediately increased the drying time of tfc®

■ ;Historleally :hpeaklng;8 underpainting is a very old pro- ' ; 
cesSo It deyeloped In Flanders in the Fourteenth Century and n 
spread from there ;to Italy where many painters used- the 
technique in the Fifteenth Century and laterc. The Fan Eycks s'- 
although not the Inventors of the oil mediuma brought earlier
experiments to a elinaz® The process they used is very simi
lar to tM: one. described in this papers except that they used 
a wooden panel8 and the exact vehicle that they used with the 
Oil paints is unknown. fhe Fan Eycks8 paintings are in a 1 ' 
very fine state of preservatioh 8 which, speaks very highly for . 
this method of painting 0 r i .: . • . .

Underpainting is a long and tedious proee sss- and it ’ is 
seldom used in modern painting as the emphasis now is oh direct; 
painting, miderpainting8 however 8 has its pi ace in mo derrii 
painting just as it did in earlier times, for I know of no
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' other way in which a painter can achieve a comparable limln™ 
osity and color qualitys ■ : . ' : - ; i--:,, ; : : ' " ,

: This abstract approach to painting has an historical '
basis - beginning with impressionism.^ The Impressionists 
experimented with the use of color8 especially broken color8 
to give more life and luminosity to painting8 but during : ••

;■ their experiments they lost form and - structure . It :was : then 
that: Cezanne , began his great experiments to make something 
more solid and strong of impressionistic painting. He ad- ; 
voeated that the artist should be eoneerned with the funda-. 
mental forms5 the cohes the cubes and the cylinder, &  led 
all others in experimenting with color and pictorial arehi-' 
tectonics*; He always organized his.pictures in space with 
a controlled depth. There was the illusion of a third di
mension with the reality of two dimensions« ; .  ̂ : :

Out'-of Cezanne 0 s 'work grew cubisms : and this gradually 
became looser^ freer and more.emotional, ' Then fOllbwed a 
long series of "isms'1 in artg most developing from some •
; phase of Cezanne 0 s experiments«, . /' . ., V'' ■ . ■ ' . . ̂ '

' Most of these. 68isms11 are with" us today, and it is diffi-, 
cult to know Out of which: "ism" a great art form may develop 9 
but it is certain that most have contributed in some way to 
the advaneemeht of arf0-r o

: Perhaps this paintings The Three Temptations of Christ 8 
could be classed as eclectic for I have borrowed from, many;...



vStiurces'ŝ  cubism^ Flemish ijnderpainting8 impressionism^ : : 
stained glass windows 9. ete9a but if this is. the basis for 

■ eeleetieismf - then what fainter is not eoleetie? Every- man . 
"is an eclectic in: the sense; that he Is a synthesis of every« . 
thing. he -has leaameS#: ;^© .go;beyond eeleeticlsm om;must , dov
the.; old things in■ a new way or add original ideas to the . 
knowledge - one .already , has aocnmnlated*; .. : . ■.. -■ ■
t.'t. In this triptychs I feel that there is. an original 'V 

: approach to the painting of a religious subject 8 f  dr. 1 do 
■vnotr remember ever having seen a triptych painted in this; -:: - 
manner.; . 1 do not claim any originality in the method of 
paintings for this flat^pattern two-dimensional, painting has 
- evolved out of cubism. The use of black lines upon .the 
painting has been Used by many artists 3 and probably was ; 
.teived from stained/glass, windows; :

in .evaluating the work I. cannot be objective about it .: 
for I must, wait two or three months and then look at it to 
really see what I have done . The most X can say about it no# 
:;is that. I derive pleasure from looking at:. it and I do not seem 
•to tire myself vby looking, at it. This usually; is an indica
tion that I have achieved .what I wanted .: . The more I look at- 
it9 the more I see that certain changes Could be made.; For ;

. example.̂  some: of the shapes could be given more variety in y 
the cehtral panel. There are piaces where thejuxtaposition 

.; of lights and; darks could be changed s and ■ I feel that the two -

3i8.I.B.8;



smaller panels' are too broken. They seem a trifle 6busy 8 • '
when compared - to the central panel,' ' These are; changes.' which' 
require time $' and: wheh I find time X shall make these changes, 
The subject; matter is : present in the fihished woik& but it 
is subordinate, to the more important aspects of the painting, 
such as. compositions colors light and dark.

The. surprising thing about this; painting is the : fact; i - 
that , seyeral people who " do not like - a high degree" of abstr=» T 
action in a paintings have liked: this one when they viewed it. 
They stated that their reason for liking, it was because;; of 
its color and beea,-ase it reminded them of stained glass win= 
dowsv■ In other wordsa they could enjoy it beeatise they could 
see a practical use for such a painting. They sawthe paint= 
ing first and then took cognizance of the subject matter8 .
and thus their mental ihage. was enriehedo

I feel that this triptych expressed the religious feeling 
that .is inherent in the subject matter primarily because of : 
the approach to the painting. It has many of the qualities 
of a stained glass window, due partly to the patterned areas 
formed by the black lines a and partly due to the luminous 
.qualify resulting from the underpainting. Stained glass has,, - 
been used for hundreds of years in the.churches9 and the fact 
that this painting is reminiscent of staih glass Immediately 
• imparts a religious mood, ; v ;; • ;
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I do not feel that in my attempt to impart a feeling 
of stain=>glass I have violated the painting medimm® The 
triptych has many areas of broken color s and there are 
opague areas played against luminous glazed areas0 There 
are areas of vibrant color contrasted with neutral black 
lines and neutral areas of white pgimento

The painting should have an emotional impact on the 
viewer and stir his senses. I do not mean that a painting 
should be propaganda or illustrative or anecdotal^ but it 
should have a - sensual quality. The colors compositlong and 
light and dark values should first attract the eye„ then 
please it, and make it wish to linger0 The eye then should 
perceive the subject matter8 thus tapping another segment of 
• the mind and adding additional connotations which should make 
the painting more significant =,

If a painting can impart a feeling to the viewer and• 
create a mood within the viewer similar to the mood and 
feeling that the artist tried to express when he undertook 
the paintings, then X feel that the painting has been success
ful® •
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F I G U R E  I CEN TER  PANEL



FIGURE 2 LEFT PANEL
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F I G U R E 3 RIGHT PANEL


